Register Now!

Join us for a screening of 140 LBS followed by Q&A with the creator and performer Susan Lieu

Friday

May 7th, 2021
4:00PM (PST)

Register for the Zoom webinar here!

140 LBS

How Beauty Killed My Mother

by Susan Lieu

Directed by Sara Porkalob

CO-Sponsored by:
UCLA Asian American Studies Department, UCLA Asian American Studies Center, UCLA Vietnamese Student Union, UCLA Asian Pacific Coalition, UCSD AAPI Studies Program, UCSD Institute of Arts & Humanities, UCSD Critical Gender Studies Program, UCSD Theater & Dance Department, UCSD Literature Department and MFA Program in Writing, UCSD Pan-Asian Staff Assoc. & APIA Heritage Celebration, UCSD Vietnamese Student Association, UCSD Education Studies and Partners at Learning, UCI Illuminations The Chancellor’s Arts and Culture Initiative, UCI Humanities Center, UCI Gender & Sexuality Studies Department, UCI Asian American Studies Department, UCI Drama Department, UCI Libraries OCA&SEAA Center
140 LBS: HOW BEAUTY KILLED MY MOTHER IS A SOLO THEATRE WORK WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY SUSAN LIEU, A FIRST-GENERATION AMERICAN BORN TO VIETNAMESE REFUGEES. THE PERFORMANCE WEAVES TOGETHER SEVERAL THROUGH-LINES: INTERGENERATIONAL TRAUMA; PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS; BODY INSECURITY AND SHAME; REPRESSSION AND HEALING FROM PERSONAL LOSS; LACK OF ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE MEDICAL SYSTEM.

SUSAN LIEU

SUSAN LIEU IS A VIETNAMESE-AMERICAN ACTIVIST, PLAYWRIGHT, AND PERFORMER WHO TELLS STORIES THAT REFUSE TO BE FORGOTTEN. WITH A VISION FOR INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY HEALING—MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE INTERPLAY OF COMEDY AND DRAMA—HER WORK DELVES DEEPLY INTO THE LIVED REALITIES OF BODY INSECURITY, GRIEVING, AND TRAUMA. HER FIRST THEATRICAL SOLO SHOW, “140 LBS: HOW BEAUTY KILLED MY MOTHER” IS THE TRUE STORY OF HOW HER MOTHER DIED FROM PLASTIC SURGERY MALPRACTICE WHEN LIEU WAS 11 YEARS OLD AND HER SEARCH TO FIND HER MOTHER'S KILLER. SUSAN SELF-PRODUCED A NEARLY SOLD-OUT 10-CITY NATIONAL TOUR WITH PRESS FROM L.A. TIMES, NPR, THE WASHINGTON POST (THE LILY), NBC NEWS, AMERICAN THEATRE, AND THE SEATTLE TIMES. LIEU HAS PERFORMED HER SHOW AND ITS SEQUEL "OVER 140 LBS" 52 TIMES TO 6000 PEOPLE. HER WORK HAS BEEN SHOWCASED WITH ACT THEATRE, THE WING LUKE MUSEUM, THE MOTH AT BENAROYA HALL, ON THE BOARDS, AND BUMBERSHOOT. SUSAN HAS A BA FROM HARVARD, AN MBA FROM YALE, AND IS THE CO-FOUNDER OF SOCOLA CHOCOLATIER, AN ARTISANAL CHOCOLATE COMPANY IN SAN FRANCISCO.